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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 
F(z) = j-’ K,,(zt) f(t) dt, (1.1) 
0 
where K,(t) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind and 0 < 
Q < co. If K,(t)f(t) is absolutely integrable in [0, a], F(z) is analytic in the 
whole complex z-plane with the possible xception of z = 0, where it may 
have a branch point. In this paper we use a very simple technique, namely, 
integration by parts, to obtain for F(z) two types of asymptotic expansions 
with explicit remainder terms. These expansions are valid uniformly with 
respect to the argument when ]z] + co in 1 arg z ] < rr. In particular, these 
expansions hold along the Stokes lines arg z = rtlr/2. Since the Bessel 
functions J,(t) and Y,(t) can be expressed in terms of K,(e*“?), the 
asymptotic expansions for the finite Hankel and Y,-transforms together with 
explicit remainder terms can be derived easily. As a -+ co, we obtain the 
corresponding expansions when the interval of integration is(0, co). 
In 1976, Wong [ 121 used summability technique introduced by Olver [S] 
to give an asymptotic expansion with explicit remainder for the Hankel 
transform when the interval of integration is(0, co). For the finite Hankel 
and Y”-transforms, both end points of the interval of integration are critical 
points. We can use Olver’s technique in these cases also but it is 
comparatively more involved. Earlier, Mackinnon [7] had given asymptotic 
expansions for the finite case, but his technique is not suitable for finding the 
remainder explicitly. Mellin transform technique has been used extensively in
the past for finding the asymptotic expansions [5,6], and recently it has been 
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used for finding the remainder explicitly for a certain class of transforms 
[lo]. But to deal with the finite case, it requires more sophistication [9]. 
In this paper, we consider only functions with algebraic singularities at the 
origin. The results can easily be extended to the functions which also have 
logarithmic singularities of positive integral order at zero. If f(t) -
t”(log t-‘)B as t -+ 0+, the corresponding asymptotic expansion involves an 
infinite power series in (log z)-’ unless p is a positive integer o zero. Such 
expansions have been given recently by Bleistein [ 11 and Wong 113 1, but 
without explicit remainder terms. 
In Section 2, we give two types of expansions for the KU-transform. In the 
first expansion, the remainder involves the KU+,-transform and in the second, 
the remainder involves the K,- or Ku+, -transform according as p is an even 
or an odd positive integer. These expansions may not be of interest inthe 
sector 1arg z 1 < $z - 6 < n/2. Their main interest lies in the fact hat hey are 
asymptotic uniformly in ) arg z 1 < rc as IzI + co. This we prove in Section 3. 
In Section 4, we give the expansions for the Hankel and the Y,-transforms. 
The main reason for giving two types of expansions for the KU-transform is
that the first one leads to the asymptotic expansion of the Hankel transform 
given by Wong [ 121, but the form of remainder in the corresponding Y,- 
transform expansion is such that we have to impose stronger conditions. The
second expansion for the KU-transform and, consequently, for the Y,- 
transform holds under weaker conditions. In this case, the remainder 
obtained for the Y,-transform expansion is more practical for the 
computation of error bounds. 
Finally, we mention that he remainder in the Fourier transform expansion 
can be expressed in terms of the complementary incomplete gamma 
functions [8]. In the present case, the remainder depends on functions which 
are extensions ofsuch functions. These new functions appear to be of interest 
in themselves. Their asymptotic properties for large values of the argument, 
are discussed inSection 3. 
2. UNIFORM EXPANSIONS OF K,-TRANSFORM 
Throughout his paper we asume that f(t) is a real or complex valued 
function, p times differentiable in the interval 0 < t < a. Furthermore,f@‘(t) 
is locally integrable in 0 < t < a, 
f(f) =f.-l(t) + R”(G (2.1) 
where 
n-1 
f,-l(f) = y U&t% 
k=O 
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and 
Iq’(t) = @(t-q, t-+0+, k=O,p. (2.3) 
For the sake of simplicity, we assume I, to be real although the results can 
be extended to complex Lk without any change in the argument. The K,,- 
transform of f(t) is denoted by F(z) and is defined by (1.1). Since K,(z) = 
K-“(z) for all complex numbers v, in the asymptotic expansion of the K,; 
transform we assume that Re v > 0. 
THEOREM 1. Let O<Rev<&+l. If Rev+2p<J,+l, then for 
bxzl<7b 
n-1 
F(z) = y uk2’+ ‘z-‘~-‘I-($ + +A, + jv) I-(-j + $1, - fv) 
k=O 
- \9 
k:l 
z-ka”+kK,+k(zu)(~k-lt-“-tf(t))t=n 
+ E,(z, PI - wz, PI> (2.4) 
where 
22=t-‘-$ g’k = ggk-‘, (2.5) 
E,(z, p) = z-p J; t”+“+‘K,+,(zt)(W-v-lRn(t)) dt, (2.6) 
and 
n-1 
E,(z,p) = z-P~~ y ak Wk - iv + 4) O” 
k=O r(@,, - jv + 4 -p) 
ZP-*k-, J t+pK,. + ,(t) dt. 
(2.7) 
The expansion (2.4) holds for all values of arg z by analytic ontinuation. 
Furthermore, 
E, (~7 P) - &(z, p) 
Proof We shall prove (2.8) in the next section. The proof of (2.4) 
follows. Assume that larg z[ < 7r/2. Then, referring to (2.1) and (2.2), 
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F(z) = jmf,- l(t) K,@) dt+ja R,(t) K,(zf) dt 
0 0 
- 
I 
aa f,, - l(t) Ku@) dt 
=I, +z,-I,. 
BY 14, P. 331, (20)], 
(2.9) 
I O” tikK,(zt) dt= 2*k-‘z- h- ‘I-@ + $I/( + fv) z-(4 + in, - $). (2.10) 0 
Therefore I, is the first finite sum in (2.4). Now we use the well-known 
relation 
j 
t” + ‘K,(t) dt = -t’+ ‘K,, +I(t) (2.11) 
to integrate I, by parts. Since Re v t 2p < 1, + 1, (2.3) holds for k = 
0, l,..., p, and we obtain 
I, = -Z-‘u”+lK”+ ,(za)(a-“-‘R,(a)) 
tz-l Of”+1 
I 
K,, I(zt) 
0 
(2.12) 
If we integrate I,by parts p times in this manner and use (2.5), we get 
1*=-f Z-ku”+kK”+k(zu)(c2-‘t-“-‘R,(t)),=, 
k=l 
+ z-P 
I 
a tV+P+‘K ~+,(zt)(~“t-“-‘I?,#)) dt. (2.13) 
0 
Similarly, we integrate I, by parts p times. Since 1 arg z) < n/2, we obtain 
z-w+kK,+k(Zu)(~k-‘t-“-‘f,~,(t)),~, 
k=L 
tz-p 
I 
cn t”+P+ lKv+p(~t)(W-“- ‘f,-&)) dt. (2.14) 
a 
The last erm in (2.13) is E,(z, p). Referring to(2.5), we observe that 
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Also, for arg z = 0, 
I 
cc 
t”+P+‘K,+p(zt) +v-2p-1 dt 
a 
_ Z-.ik+P- 1 * U,,k-PK 
I u+pW du. lx.? 
(2.16) 
Since both integrals in(2.16) represent analytic functions ofz in larg z/ < 
7r/2, the equality holds for all z in this sector. Therefore, the last erm in 
(2.14) is E,(z, p). Now we combine the remaining terms in (2.13) and 
(2.14), and use (2.1) to obtain (2.4). This result is proved under the 
assumption that Jarg zI < n/2. By analytic continuation it holds for all values 
of arg z. I 
In the above theorem, the condition Re v + 2p < A,, + 1 is necessary for 
the convergence of the integral defining E,(z, p). Since the behavior of the 
remainder as given by (2.8) depends only on p, it suggests he possibility of 
weakening this condition. Before stating the next theorem, we define the 
differential operator 0,: 
0” = tv f trv. (2.17) 
Thus, 
o-,@,+,f(t) =f”(t) - t-‘./-‘(t) - (v’ - 1) t-‘f(t). (2.18) 
THEOREM 2. Let 0 < Re v < A0 + 1. If p is an even positive integer and 
p+max(f,Rev)<1,+ 1, thenjbrIargzI<n, 
n-1 
F(z) = x a,2 *k-‘z-*k-‘I-(+ + in, + fv>r(f + y/l, - jv) 
k=O 
- h7 
O<k<%P-1 
z-~~-~K+ ,(zaW”f(O>,,, 
where 
- r 
O<k<%Wl 
z-‘“-‘K,(za)(O,+,Dkf(t)),=, 
+ E,(z, P) - E,(z, P), (2.19) 
and 
D= @--uOu+l, Dk = DDk-’ 
&(z, p) = z-P Ia K,(zt) D’“2’pR,(t) dt, 
0 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
n-1 
E,(z, p) = z-p L’ akZ-Ak-l+P 
k=O 
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Expansion (2.19) holds by 
Furthermore, 
analytic continuation for all values of arg z. 
E,k P> - E&2 P> 
= +-p-“2) 
1 &-P-L/Z ;-02, 
Iz/-+ 00, IawzI< $7 
lz/+co, n/2<IargzI<rr. 
(2.23) 
If p is an odd positive integer and Re v + p < A,, then (2.19) holds with the 
following changes: In the finite sum involving K,, ,(~a), 0 < k < bp - 1 is 
replaced by 0 Q k < f(p - l), and in the finite sum involving K,(za), it is 
replaced by 0 < k < f(p - 3). Furthermore, inE,(z, p) and E,(z, p), K,(zt) 
is replaced by K,+,(zt), and Dti2 is replaced by OL,t,D~p-1U2. 
Proof The proof of (2.23) is similar to that of (2.8). To prove (2.19), we
start with (2.9). The only difference is in the representation of I, and I,. We 
start with I, as given in (2.12) and use 
I f-“K,+ l(t) dt = -t-uK,(t) 
to integrate once more. Thus, 
12 =-z-‘K,+,(~~)~,(~)-z-~K,(z~)(~,+,~,(~)),=. 
+ z-2 
I = K,(d) O-,0,+ ,R,(t) dt. n 
The rest of the roof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1. If p is an even 
integer, the expansion (2.19) holds under the condition p + Re v < ,l., t 1. 
The stronger condition, p t max(f, Re v) < A, t 1, is needed for (2.23). Ifp 
is an odd integer, the condition p t Re v < 2, is needed for the expansion as 
well as (2.23). 
3. ASYMPTOTIC NATURE OF THE EXPANSION 
The asymptotic behavior of E,(z, p) depends on the functions G(L ,LL z) 
defined by 
G@, ,u, z> = I O” tiK,(r) dt. z 
(3.1) 
(As mentioned earlier, these functions are extensions ofthe complementary 
incomplete gamma functions and may, therefore, be called the generalized 
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complementay incomplete gamma functions.) As a function of z, G(1, D, z) is 
analytic everywhere xcept perhaps at z = 0, where it may have a branch 
point. We shall consider the principal branch --R < arg z ,< X. By analytic 
continuation, this function is defined for all values of arg z. If we use (2.11) 
and integrate by parts, we obtain 
G@, p, z) - F z.4-k2k 
rw -P + 1)) 
k:O 
r(;(Aep+ q-,qKfi+k+l(Z)* (3.2) 
We will show that this expansion is asymptotic uniformly in larg z/ < rc as 
jz/ -+ co. If we integrate (3.1) by parts m times, we have 
m-l 
a(~--P + 1)) 
G(A3pu,z)= “ 2kzA-k~(‘(&p+ q-k)K,+k+l(Z) 
k=O 2 
+ 2” We--P + 1)) 
f($(A-,u+ 1)-m) 
G(A - m,,u + m, z). (3.3) 
Again, 
G(I1-m,~+m,z)=z~-“K,+,+,(z) 
+(A-,f-2m- l)G@-m- l,p+m+ 1,~). (3.4) 
The positive integer m can be chosen so large that Re II < m + 3. By 
13, P. 861, 
K,(t) = (n/2)” tr1/2e-‘( 1 + t-iv(t)} (3.5) 
where q(t) is bounded uniformly in ( t 1 > c > 0, 1 arg t ( < tn - 6, 0 < 6 < 7t/2. 
Therefore, 
) G(,l - m, ,u + m, z)l = 8(zA-m-1’2eCZ) 
+ B(G(A - m - 1, p + m + 1, z)) (3.6) 
uniformly as /z) + co in ) arg z) < 7~. However, we may write 
W-m- l,p+m+ l,z)= + 
I I 
mr\-m-lK,,+m+,(~)dt, (3.7) 
c 121 
where C is the circular arc of radius Jz 1 from t = z to c = 1~1. Since 
larg z1 < K, the circular c lies either in the upper half of the z-plane or in 
the lower half. In either case, by (3.5) 
G(A-m- l,,~+m+ 1,z)=B(zA-m-L’2e-Z), \zI+co, (3.8) 
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uniformly in /arg z[ < K. Therefore, from (3.6) and (3.8) it follows that the 
remainder after m terms in the expansion (3.3) is of lower order than the mth 
term, uniformly in 1 arg z / ,< 71 as 1 z I+ co. We have actually proved more 
than we need. If we take only the first term in the expansion (3.3) we have 
G(A, a, z) = @(~*-‘/*e-~), /zJ -+ co, ) arg z 1 < 7~. 
Referring back to (2.7) and (2.22), for k = 2, 4, 
E,(z, p) = B(z-3’2-Pe-az), IzI + 00, 
uniformly in I arg z I < rr. 
Now we consider the behavior of E,(z, p). Let 
w> = t u+P+ l/zgPt-V- ‘R,(t), O<t,<a. 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
Clearly, 4(t) = @(Pn-p-“2), t + 0. Let p > 1. Since Re v + 2p ( 1, + 1, 4(t) 
is absolutely integrable at the origin. By (2.6), 
zp+ “2E,(Z, p) = I”‘-’ + f z”*t”*K,+p(Zt) 4(t) dt 
0 lzl-’ (3.12) 
=J, +J,. 
For an estimate of the order of J,, we use the behavior of Ku+p(zt) near 
t = 0. Let r(t) = log t when v is a nonnegative integer and 1 otherwise. For 
largzl<~,P> 1,
J, =B 
c I 
ZU+Pt l/2 ‘z’-’ pn+ “lgzt) dt 
1 
+@ ~z-“-p~,,2,~;~~~~“-*p-“~t~ 
= @(,-~n+p-l’* log z) 
= o(l), IZI --t 00. (3.13) 
We will prove that J2 also tends to zero uniformly in I arg z ) < II as /z I -+ co. 
BY (3% 
J,= a 
I 
(zt)“’ Kutp(zt) dt, 
121-l 
=@ a 
0 
e-“(1 + (zt)-’ q(zt)) dt 
lit-’ 
(3.14) 
Clearly, if1 arg z 1 < rr/2, 
J, = B(z-’ log z), IzI+ co. (3.15) 
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Therefore, if4(t) is a step function, J + 0 uniformly in 1 arg zI < 7c/2 as 
IZI -+ al. Since (zt)“‘K,+,(zt) is uniformly bounded in (Izl-‘, a), this 
conclusion also holds when $(t) E L(0, a). Again, if n/2 < I arg z I < rc, 
a 
eazJ = P 3 ‘ &‘)‘( 1 + (zt)- ’q(zt)) dt , 
IpI-’ 
=W(z-‘logz), IzI+ co. 
Now we use the same argument as above to conclude 
(3.16) 
that eaZJ2 + 0 
uniformly in 7r/2 < I arg z I< 71 as Iz I -+ 00. Consequently, the behavior of 
E,(z, p) as I z I--+ co is as given below. 
E,(z, P) = 1 
D(z-P-“2 
13 Iwzl< 742, 
o(z-P- 112 e-“‘), 72/2<Iargzj<n. 
(3.17) 
We use (3.17) and (3.10) to obtain (2.8). This completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. To complete the proof of Theorem 2, we need the behavior of 
E,(z, p). By using the same technique as above, we can prove that E,(z, p) 
behaves as E,(z, p) in (3.17) provided that p + max(f , Re V) < A, + 1 when p 
is even and Re v +p < I,, when p is odd. We omit the proof. 
4. SOME SPECIAL CASES 
The asymptotic expansions for the transforms with Bessel functions ofthe 
third kind as kernel can be obtained from (2.4) by using the relations 
139 P. 61 
HI,‘)(y) = (2/r) epic”+ 1)n/2KL,(ye-in/2), (4.1) 
@,2)(y) = (2/x) e”“+ 1)~12Kv(ye’n’2). (4.2) 
For the Hb’)-transform theexpansion is valid in --n/2 < arg y < 37c/2 and 
after some simplification it can be given as 
- \“- (-l)k y-ka”+kH~.L:k(yu)(~k-‘t-l’-‘f(f))t,a 
k:l 
(4.3) 
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where 
n-1 
g2(y9 p>= 2p “ ak r(i@k - ’ + I)) ’ k=O r(+(n,-v+ 1)-p) 
aAk+lyyy /,> 
’ ’ ’ (4.5) 
and 
,q( y, p) = (2/n) e’(Ak-“)d2( ya)-(*k+ I) G(Ak - p, v + p, e-‘“*ya), 
N (-ya)-“-’ 2 (-2)‘r(#k - u + ‘)-P) Hi:),+,+, (4’6) 
Izo (ya)‘r(i(nk-v+ ‘)-P-l) 
The expansion for the Hk*‘-transform is similar except that in the first 
summation on the right in (4.3), eiCAk-“‘d2 is replaced by e-i(Ak-“)n’2, and the 
expansion is valid in -3~12 < arg y < n/2. Since 
fck’(Y) =J,(y) + (-ilk-’ iY”(Y), k= 1,2, (4.7) 
the corresponding expansions for the finite Hankel and Y,-transforms canbe 
obtained irectly. In particular, we have the following: 
COROLLARY 1. Let y > 0. If f(t) satisJies conditions (2.1~(2.3) and 
ftP’(t) is locally integrable in (0, a], then for A0 + Re v > -1, 
I :f(4 J,W) dt 
n-1 
=7c -’ K‘ ak2’kyeAk-’ COS(~~ - v)z/~ 
ky0 
x f(f(& + v + 1)) r(+(& - v + 1)) 
D - 2 (-l)ky-ka”+kJu+k(ya)(~k-‘t-V-If(t))l=, 
k=l 
+ 6, - 62, (4.8) 
where 
6, = (-l)pypp(uJu+p(yt) t”+p+l(~pt-v-‘Rn(t))dr, 
0 
(4.9) 
n-1 
6, = 2p 1‘ a f(f(Ak-v+ I)) 
kyo k f(i(A, - ” + 1) -p) aAk+ ‘my, p)3 
(4.10) 
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.Tqy, p) - (-ya)-P-1 q
IS 
w’bw’ 
m&-V+ 11-P) x q#,-“+ l)-p-/) Jv+P+/+l y (a>* (4.11) 
Furthermore, ifp < A,, + f , 
6, - 6, = o(y-p-q, y + 00. (4.12) 
The proof is straightforward. For expansion (4.8), the conditions of 
Theorem 1 can be weakened by analytic ontinuation. Clearly, 6, = 
@(y-p-3’2), y-+ co. To prove that 6, = &-p-“2), y+ co, let 
g(t) = t v+P+ ‘GJPt-“- ‘R,(t), O<t<a. (4.13) 
Since g(t) = a(+“) and J,+,(t) = @(t”+‘), t + 0, 
5 
I/Y 
J”,,(YQ g(t) dt = @(y--l), y + aJ. (4.14) o 
For t > l/y, we use the asymptotic behavior of J,+,(yt) and the 
Riemann-Lebesgue lemma to conclude that 
I 
a 
I,y J”,,(YO g(t) dt = 4Y- l’*), y-+ al. (4.15) 
Similarly, we can show that under slightly weaker condition p, namely, 
p<l,+ 1, 
6, = o( y-“), y + Co. (4.16) 
If u + co, we obtain 
COROLLARY 2. Let y > 0. Zf (i) f(t) satisfies conditions (2.1)-(2.3), (ii) 
f@)(t) is locally integrable in (0, co), (iii) 1, + Re v > -1, A,-, -i <p < 
A,, + 1, (iv)ftk)(t) = D(t”*), t-+ 00, k = 0, l,..., p - 1 and (v) the integrals 
I O” f(t) J,(yt) & Ia: f’k’W Ju+,Lvf) dt, (4.17) 1 L 
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k = p - 1, p, converge uniformly for all y suficiently arge, then 
I mf(t)Ju(yt) dt = 7c-l ‘?’ ak2*kyp’“-’ co@, - v)7r/2 0 kk0 
Xz-(f(&+v+ 1))~($(A,-v+ 1))+6,, (4.18) 
~$=(-l~y-‘f?~+,(yt)t~+~~~(~S’~t-~-~R,(t))dt, (4.19) 
0 
and 
6, = o( y-“), y + co. (4.20) 
Expansion (4.18) is derived from (4.8) as follows. As a + co, the finite 
sum involving the derivatives off(t) at t = a tends to zero by condition (iv). 
By conditions (iii) and (v), the integral 6,converges and 6, + 6,. Again, by 
the condition A,- 1 - f < p (see condition (iii)), 6, + 0. 
We mention that condition Q3 in [ 121 is not adequate. For a discussion f
this, see [ 11). 
In Theorem 2, if p is an even integer and z = e-‘“*y, we obtain the 
following expansion in the sector -7tr/2 < arg y < 3x12, 
I = f(t) il”W) dt0 
= ;TI-] \’ ak2aky-ak-1ei(*k-U)d2r(~(~k + V + 1)) Z(f(A, - V + 1)) 
kz0 
+ \‘ 
O<k<fr;*)P-I 
(-l)k Y-*~-~HI!~ i(ua)(~“f(t)),,, 
+ o,kG~2,p-, (-l)ky-2k-2Hll)(ya)(OvtIDkf(f))~=, 
+ aY> P) - G(YT P), (4.2 1) 
where 
kq y, p) = (-l)“‘*‘p y-‘j-; HI”( yt)(D”‘*‘“Rn(t)) dt, (4.22) 
and if C, are defined by 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
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.~(JI, p) = (2/z) ei(Ak-U)dZ(ya)-nk-l G(A, -p, V, yuemi”“) 
- (-I$-‘(ya)-p-1 c (-2)‘(ya)-’ IZ 
q&-p-v+ 1)) 
x T(f&-p-P+ 1)-Z) al+ IcYa>. 
(4.25) 
An expansion similar to that given above and valid in -3~12 ,< argy < 7~12 
can be obtained for H!,*‘-transform also. 
As a corollary to Theorem 2, we have the following expansion for the Y,- 
transform: 
COROLLARY 3. Let y > 0 and let p be an even positive integer. If f (t) 
and v satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2, then 
I a f (t> y,W) dt 0 
n-1 
=7l --1 \’ ak$ky-+l 
EO 
sin@, - v)n/2 r($(I, + v + 1)) r(j(I, - v + 1)) 
+ ocx<;2)p~* (-l)kY-‘k-‘Y,~+l(Y~)(~kf(t)),_, 
+ 
o<*<;*)p- I (-ljk y- 
2k-2y”(Y4(@“+ lD”f (t))m 
+64-4, 
where 
6, = (-~)‘W’P ’ YPP 1; Y”( yt)(D ‘2) -“R,(t)) dt, 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
and if C,, are defined by (4.23), 
n-1 
a,= \‘ 
k:” 
akCk~a*k+‘~(y, PX (4.28) 
zq y, p) N (-1)(1’2)P-’ (ya)-p-1 c (-2)‘( ya)-’ 
CO 
W&-p--v+ 1)) 
x q’(li(l,-p-v+ 1)-l) y~.+r+l(ya)* (4.29) 
409/79/l-12 
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Furthermore. 
6, - 6, = o(y-p-l’*), y -+ 00. (4.30) 
If p is an odd positive integer, we can obtain a similar expansion from 
Theorem 2. Finally, if a+ co, we obtain the following expansion from 
Corollary 3. 
COROLLARY 4. Let y > 0 and let p be an even positive integer. Iff (t) 
satisJes conditions (i) and (ii) of Corollary 2 and 
(a) O<Rev<&,+ l,I,-, <p+f,p+max(f,Rev)<I,+ 1, 
(b) fck’(t) = (t”‘), t + 00, k = 0, l,..., (p - l), 
(c) the integrals j;“f(t) Y,( yt) dt, l;“f@‘(t) Y,( yt) dt, and 
j-F t- If’“- “(t) Y,( yt) dt converge uniformly for all y s@ciently large, then 
I 
mf(t) Y,( yt) dt = z-l ‘e’ uk 2Aky-Ak- ’ sin@, - v)7r/2 
0 kk0 
xz-(&+v+ l))T(f(&-v+ 1))+6,, 
and 
6, = (-1)‘W (l* Y-P jom Y”( yt)(D ’ )p R,(t)) dt, 
&=o(y-P), y+ al. 
Similar results can be obtained when p is an odd positive integer. 
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